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Aims

Here we aim to introduce Linux file management. There are two seperate but
complemenary threads to this material:

◮ The concepts upon which the file system is based — files, shells, manuals, etc.

◮ The commands which enable you to actually work with the file system, eg ls, cp,
chmod, grep, etc.

The ability to use Linux is important for at least three reasons:

1. Future modules (for example CS-228 Operating Systems and CS-218 Compilers)
rely on you being able to use it. You’ll find their coursework harder without
knowing your way around a Linux machine.

2. Linux and Unix in general are becoming increasingly prominent in the IT industry,
so it’s a good skill to have, and might actually get you a job one day.

3. A comparative analysis and contrast with other operating systems with which the
student is familiar can only be a good thing, intellectually and critically.

OS X, found on recent Apple computers is built on Unix elements, and much of what
you learn now is also applicable in that setting.
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Lectures and Assessment

1. In general, coursework will be submitted via the Digital Dropbox on Blackboard.
Ensure you have a Blackboard account and know how to use it.
https://blackboard.swan.ac.uk/

2. You can also download electronic copies of any notes handed out, via Blackboard.
If you want extra paper copies, get them from room 206, Faraday Building, in the
pigeonholes, or ask Sara Fenn, Mon-Fri 9:00–15:30.
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Recommended Reading

The only real way to learn Linux is to use it, but it helps to have have good resources
at hand for when you get stuck (and you will get stuck).

Recommendated books:

◮ M. Welsh, M. K. Dalheimer, L. Kaufman, Running Linux, O’Reilly, 2002

◮ E. Siever et al, Linux in a Nutshell — A Desktop Quick Reference O’Reilly, 2003

◮ M. Joy et al, Introducing UNIX and Linux, Palgrave Macmillan, 2002

Online documentation:

The Linux Documentation Project (www.tldp.org)

◮ /LDP/intro-linux/html/ — An Introduction to Linux

◮ /LDP/Linux-Dictionary/html/ — The Linux Dictionary

◮ /LDP/linuxcookbook/html/ — The Linux Cookbook (Tips and Techniques for
Everyday Use).

In general, online documentation will suffice.

We’ll see some other sources of information later, most notably man pages and the
GNU info system. Linux is a system which helps those who help themselves.
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Linux System Overview
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Figure: Linux Organisational Overview

The main components of the Linux OS are:

◮ The Desktop environments: overall look and feel of windows and icos

◮ The Window managers and GUI/X Windows: responsible for the placement of
windows.
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Linux System Overview (Continued)

(Main components of the Linux OS continued):

◮ The Shells (e.g. bash): a command line interface to applications and the OS.

◮ The Application Layer: All the programs we will use: e.g., LATEX, emacs, gimp,
etc.

◮ The Kernel: the software interface between the application layer and hardware.
Responsible for managing processes and hardware resources.

◮ The Hardware: itself, e.g., RAM, disk, CPU, network card, printer, etc.

We don’t look at the kernel or hardware any further in this course. Students of
CS-228 Operating Systems will meet kernels and their functionality in detail.

Our focus will be on:

◮ The Shells (e.g. bash): for file management and

◮ The Application Layer: the programs we will use: e.g., LATEX, emacs, gimp, etc.
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Shells

1. Shell1: a command-line environment within which we run other commands.
Analagous to the ‘DOS Prompt’ or ‘Command Prompt’ in Microsoft Windows,
but Unix shells tend to be much more powerful than the vanilla Windows prompt.

2. There are different shells for Linux. Each one has certain features, idiosyncracies
and advantages. In Linux the de facto shell, and the one we will use is called
bash (the Bourne Again shell). Other examples are csh (the C shell), tcsh, sh
(the ‘classic’ Bourne shell), and ksh (the Korn shell).

1Apparently, the etymology of the word ‘shell’ is simply that it hides the underlying details of what’s happening
from the user.
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Getting Started with Linux

Logging In, Logging Out

Linux is a multi-user system, so whenever you use a Linux system you need to log in.
This should be a familiar operation to everyone. Enter your username and password,
and wait for the windows to pop up.

Once logged in, everything should be essentially familiar, and yet somewhat strange
and different. The departmental Linux labs run the KDE desktop, so we’ll discuss
that. . . There’s a desktop, and a taskbar/status bar, and even the equivalent of the
Windows ‘Start button. See figure 2 for a screenshot. You should play around with
the menus a bit, start some programs up, close them down, etc. in a manner entirely
familiar to anyone accustomed to Windows.
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Getting Started with Linux

Figure: Screenshot of a KDE session on a departmental SUSE Linux machine
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Starting a Shell

To start the shell, look for a menu item with a name such as Konsole, Terminal,
xterm, shell, etc. If using KDE (e.g. in the Linux lab, you probably want Konsole —
see figure 2) again for its location in the menu. Once it starts, you have a text window
with a prompt, into which the user can enter commands.

The default shell should be bash. In order to check this, type help and hit return.
This should provide you with some text, of which we are interested only in the first
line. The first line printed after you hit return (and you may need to scoll up in order
to see it) should say something like:

GNU bash, version 3.1.17(1)-release (x86 64-suse-linux)

The version number and other stuff might vary. What we’re really interested in is GNU

bash. If you see this, all is well. If you don’t see this, it’s easy to start bash. Simply
type bash and hit return — this should launch a bash shell within whatever other shell
it is you’re running.

To exit bash, enter the command exit
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Home Directory

Unix is a multi-user system, and as such each user of the system needs somewhere to
keep their files. Typically, this is their ‘home directory’, located in a directory off
/home/ with the same name as their userid: e.g., /home/csbob/. Your home directory
belongs to you and typically can’t be written to by anyone.

After starting a shell, you can have a look at your home directory, e.g. type the
command:

%> pwd

(Here, %> symbolizes the command prompt.) The pwd command prints the “working”
directory–the current folder you are in.

You can refer to your home directory using the shorthand ∼ (pronounced ‘tilde’ or
‘twiddles’), which can save a lot of typing. Furthermore, you can refer to other

people’s home directories by specifying their name, eg ∼csandy. Typically bash’s tab
completion will expand such paths.
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Essential File Management (Case Sensitive) Commands

◮ ls — list the contents of the current directory.

◮ pwd — print the path of the current directory.

◮ cd directory— change to the specified directory.

◮ cd — change directory to your home directory.

◮ cp src dest — make a copy of a file.

◮ mv src dest — move a file; this is also how you rename a file.

◮ rm filename — remove/delete a file.

◮ mkdir directoryname — create a directory.

◮ rm -r directoryname — delete an empty directory.

◮ file filename — print the ‘type’ of a file (ie is a text file, a binary executable, a
directory, etc.)

◮ less filename — read a text file one page at a time. Also could use more, which
is similar but older.
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The man Pages

The man pages are the traditional documentation. The idea is to have an entire
manual for the entire system built in and available online in every system. man is short
for manual:

◮ To get documenation for some command type man commandname.

Example: to read the manual page for the ls command, type man ls

◮ Exit by hitting q for quit.

◮ To search for a man page on a particular topic, use either man -k or apropros.

Example: man -k file will give a (big) list of man pages whose description
contains the word file.

The man pages are a vital resource. Have a look at the man pages of some of the
commands we saw earlier, and learn about the various ways they can be used. For
instance, ls has many command-line options which can modify how it displays a
directory’s contents — you will definitely want to get to know some of them.
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The Current Directory and Its Parent

Linux uses special names to represent ‘the current working directory’ and ‘the parent
directory of the current working directory’ when specifying paths to files. These
special names are . and .. respectively.

In the following example, notice that the files referred to by the paths hello.txt and
./hello.txt are in fact the same file. Some exmaples:

[csbob@somepc notes] ls -l

-rw-r----- 1 csbob cs-staff 1066 Oct 13 19:56 Makefile

-rw-r----- 1 csbob cs-staff 1872 Oct 13 01:28 hello.txt

[csbob@somepc notes] ls -l .

-rw-r----- 1 csbob cs-staff 1066 Oct 13 19:56 Makefile

-rw-r----- 1 csbob cs-staff 1872 Oct 13 01:28 hello.txt

[csbob@somepc notes] ls -l ..

drwxr-x--- 2 csbob cs-staff 4096 Oct 13 19:12 coursework

drwxr-x--- 3 csbob cs-staff 4096 Oct 13 20:14 notes

drwxr-x--- 3 csbob cs-staff 4096 Oct 7 10:59 slides
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Absolute & Relative Paths

A path can be either absolute or relative.

Absolute paths begin with the / character and unambiguously describe just one point
in the filesystem, which can be reached by starting at the root of the filesystem and
following the path.

Example: /bin/cp unambiguously points to the cp file in the bin directory which is
off of /, the root of the filesystem.

Relative paths don’t start with a slash, and specify a file’s location relative to the
current working directory.

Example: bin/cp is a relative path which points to the same file as in the previous
example if the current working directory is /, but which would point to a completely
different file if the current working directory was anything else, eg /tmp/.
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Commands For Filesystem Navigation: ls

As we’ve already seen, ls lists the contents of a directory.

◮ ls without specifying a directory lists the contents of the current directory.
Otherwise it will list all of the files and directories named on the command line.

◮ The -l option gives you ‘long’ information on the files — ownership, permissions,
last change date, etc.

◮ By default, ls doesn’t list files whose names begin with the . character, deeming
them to be ‘hidden’. The -a option prints all files, including these.

Note that a lot of programs will store configuration information in hidden files or
directories in your home directory. For example, without hidden files, my home
directory contains 17 items; with them, it contains 144.

◮ The -R option lists directories recursively.

◮ The -d option lists directory names but not their contents.

◮ The -t option sorts the output according to time of last modification.

◮ There are many other options — refer to the man page.
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Commands for the Filesystem: cd and pwd

cd changes directory. It’s used in one of two ways:

◮ cd with one parameter, which may be an absolute or relative path, changes into
the specified directory.

◮ cd on its own, without any parameters, changes automatically to your home
directory.

pwd tells you your present working directory, ie the path to the directory whose
contents would be listed if you just typed ls without any parameters.
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Commands for the Filesystem: cp

cp is used to copy files.

◮ The basic usage form is cp src dest which copies the file with path src to the
path dest. If dest is a path to a directory, the newly created file has the same
name as src; if not, its name is specified by the last part of dest.

◮ Many files can be copied to a directory using the following form, which only
works if the last parameter is indeed a directory:

cp src1 src2 ...srcn dest dir

◮ cp skips source files which turn out to be directories, unless you specify the -r or
-R option, in which case directories are copied recursively.

◮ cp copies silently, unless you specify the -v option (for verbose - a very common
option), in which case it tells you about every file it copies.

◮ There are many other options — refer to the man page.
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Commands for the Filesystem: mv and mkdir

mv is used to move and rename files.

◮ Its usage forms are similar to cp — basic usage consists of moving a file from one
path to another (possibly a directory), but you can also move multiple files to
some directory by specifying the files to be moved then the target directory, just
like with cp.

◮ mv has a small number of options; small enough to be read in the man page in no
time at all. . .

mkdir creates a new directory with a given name. It has the following interesting
options:

◮ -p specifies that parents of the directory to be created should also be created if
they don’t already exist.

For example, if /tmp/ doesn’t already contain a directory called hello, then
mkdir /tmp/hello/mydir would fail unless -p was specified, in which case
/tmp/hello would be created too.

◮ -v tells mkdir to be verbose (normally it’s quiet).
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Commands for the Filesystem: rm and rmdir

rm is probably the most dangerous command, since you can delete all your files very
easily, and Linux does not have a recycle bin2 so if you delete something, it’s gone for
good. Don’t bother asking the technicians to get it back — they can’t.

◮ Basic usage: rm file1 file2 ...filen removes the files specified on the
command line.

◮ The -i option puts rm into interactive mode, in which it asks for confirmation of
every delete. This can be tedious, but it can also be a lifesaver.

◮ rm skips directories, unless you tell it to recurse into directories using the -r

option.

◮ rm usually operates silently (which can be scary if it takes ten seconds and you
thought it was only removing one thing), but you can tell it to be verbose using,
you guessed it, the -v option.

◮ rm has several other options, refer to the man pages.

rmdir is a related command, dedicated to removing directories.

2Actually, desktops such as KDE typically do have a recycle bin for things you delete via the GUI, but anything
you delete using rm bypasses it
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Users, Groups, Ownership & Permissions

Linux is a multi-user system, and every user of the system has an unique identity, i.e.,
id, login, username, etc. When you log in, you specify this identity (along with your
password), and anything you do from then on is done ‘by that user’.

This enables the system to, for instance, restrict access to only those parts of the
system for which you have permission — e.g. read and write your own files but
generally not with others. A more important example is that general users tend not to
be able to run system administration tasks — so you can’t delete the whole filesystem,
for example.

Linux also has a concept of user groups; this is an effective way to grant a group of
users access to some resource without explicitly (and labouriously) granting it to each
user. For example, we might have a group called printing — all members of the
group are allowed to print, and anyone who isn’t in the group, is not allowed to print.

Like users, groups are uniquely identified by an associated name, the group name. A
user can belong to many groups, but every user belongs to at least one group —
typically a one-person group with the same name as the user.
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File Ownership & Permissions

Linux controls access to files and directories according to users and groups. In order to
do this, it uses the concepts of file ownership and access permissions, which are
viewed using the -l option of ls, and modified using the chmod command:

csbob@cspc:/home/csbob/teaching/latex/lecture/L02linux> ls -l

-rwxr-xr-- 1 csbob cs-staff 20350 2008-01-24 16:58 laramee08linux.tex

Here, the ownership is csbob cs-staff. The first owner is the user who owns the file
(typically the user who created it). The second owner is the group who owns the file
(typically the default group of the user who created the file).

The -rwxr-xr-x string tells us the file’s permissions, and is split up in the following
manner:

◮ The first character tells us the file type, e.g.: - is a regular file; d is a directory; l
is a link; c is a special file; etc.

◮ The next three characters tell us if the user who owns this file is allowed to read,
write, and execute the file (indicated by r, w, and x respectively).
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File Ownership & Permissions (Continued)

◮ The next three characters tell us the same thing for the group who owns this file.
Here members of the group cs-staff can read and execute the file, but can’t
write to it (ie they can’t modify it).

◮ The final three characters tell us the same thing for everybody else.

There are some extensions to this, e.g., if the file is in fact a directory, ‘execute’ means
permission to move into that directory, ‘read’ means permission to list its contents,
and ‘write’ means permission to create and delete files.
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File Ownership: chmod

chmod is used to modify file ownership and permissions. The basic usage is:
%> chmod permissions filename

New permissions are specified as a string consisting of:

1. who you’re referring:

1.1 u for user-owner of the file,

1.2 g for group-owner of a file,

1.3 o for ‘others’, and a for ‘all’,

2. the type of change to make:

2.1 + to add permissions,

2.2 - to remove permissions

2.3 = to set these to be the only permissions on the file

3. what change to make:

3.1 r for read,

3.2 w for write,

3.3 x to execute.
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File Ownership: chmod (Continued)

This sounds complicated, and is best illustrated by example:

◮ %> chmod a+x somefile grants the execute permission to everbody.

◮ %> chmod og-w somefile removes write permission from the owner-group and
from ‘everyone else on the system’, if they had it.

◮ %> chmod ugo=rx somefile specifies that everyone can read and execute the
file, and nobody can write it.

chmod accepts the -R option, which causes it to operate on a directory recursively. As
usual, see the man pages for more details.
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Commands for the Filesystem: less and more

less and more are so-called pager utilities. They take as input a text file, and they
allow the user, to read the given file one page at a time. more is the older of the two,
and in its most basic form simply pauses after a page of text, displaying the word
‘more’ and waiting for you to hit a key before continuing. less came later as a more
advanced form, allowing you to move backwards as well as forwards, move one line at
a time, search for text, etc. less is generally to be preferred but more is similar and
these days has many of the extra features included.

Basic usage: less some file will read in the file and allow you to page through it.
You can use the cursor keys to navigate, hit q to quit, and hit / to search forwards for
some text. That’s all you need to know 95% of time time, but of course the man page
can tell you all sorts of other useful keypresses (e.g. how to search backwards).
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Redirection of Output

As an example of redirecting output, ls doesn’t specifically write its output to the
screen — instead, it writes its output to stdout, which by default means it goes to
the screen.

However, it’s possible to redirect the output to a file on disk, instead. In the following
example, we redirect the listing to a file called file.txt, which we subsequently read
using more. Redirection is achieved using the > character.

/home/csbob/teaching/latex/lecture/L02linux> ls -l > file.txt

/home/csbob/teaching/latex/lecture/L02linux> more file.txt

total 6710

drwxr-xr-x 2 csbob cs-staff 232 2008-01-24 14:26 diagram

-rw-r--r-- 1 csbob cs-staff 0 2008-01-28 17:48 file.txt

-rw-r--r-- 1 csbob cs-staff 10173 2008-01-28 17:40 laramee08linux.aux

-rw-r--r-- 1 csbob cs-staff 22846 2008-01-28 17:40 laramee08linux.log

-rw-r--r-- 1 csbob cs-staff 524975 2008-01-28 17:40 laramee08linux.pdf

-rw-r--r-- 1 csbob cs-staff 29917 2008-01-28 17:48 laramee08linux.tex

-rwx------ 1 csbob cs-staff 929 2008-01-24 10:29 latexScript
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Compressing Files with tar

tar is an extremely convenient tool for compressing files. A group of files can be
compressed together into one file. This is extremely useful when many files have to be
transferred or sent over a network. Tradionally, this command was used for archiving.

For example, we can compress all of the files in one directory into another file. The
following example compresses all of the files in the current directory into new file
called thisDirectory.tar:

%/> tar -cvf thisDirectory.tar .

The -c option means “create” the archive.
The -v option means “verbose” which shows the user which files are being
compressed.
The -f option means “force” which overwrites any pre-exisiting .tar files of the same
name supplied by the user.
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